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The incomplete nature of historical records and the typical information needs of patrons present some interesting constraints that must be addressed by record search engines. For example, genealogists want the search results to be accurate, but they are also keenly interested in finding most or all of the records relating to a given ancestor since failure to discover a particular document can lead to an inability to stitch together one’s pedigree. This suggests that for genealogical research, a search engine must yield results where both precision and recall are highly important.



ABSTRACT In this paper, we describe the creation and analysis of what we believe to be the largest genealogical evaluation set ever developed. The evaluation was made possible through crowd sourcing efforts of 2277 genealogical patrons over a period of about two months. This evaluation resulted in the annotation of almost 145,000 search results from 3781 genealogical queries issued against a collection of billions of digitized historical records. In addition to relevance judgments, annotators articulated the strengths and weaknesses of the search results along various search dimensions and also identified records that co-related. We describe here some of the interesting analyses and discoveries from this new evaluation corpus and we also suggest a metric which can serve to quantify systems of this kind.



However, unlike some other high-recall environments where records can be quite lengthy or structured by experts for the purpose of eventual search, historical genealogical records tend to be extremely terse and frequently provide only the most basic facts associated with the event. The partial nature of the data makes achieving high recall difficult without sacrificing much of the desired precision. To make matters worse, the original records were frequently handwritten in casual, cursive styles –sometimes in other languages – all of which may be almost unintelligible for a modern-day transcriber. Furthermore, the record-keepers’ spelling abilities or attention to detail might not meet current standards and are absolutely not guaranteed to be normalized. These phenomena lead to data with tremendous issues of personal name variation, only partially-rendered date and familial constructs, and incomplete genealogical facts. Also, since the documents may be centuries old, the places where the original records were created may have since disappeared, merged into new cities, or changed administrative hierarchies – resulting in significant chance of place name mismatch.



Categories and Subject Descriptors H.1.2 [Information Systems]: User/Machine Systems – human factors, human information processing. H.3.4 [Information Systems]: Systems and Software performance evaluation (efficiency and effectiveness)



–



General Terms Measurement, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors, Standardization, Languages.



Keywords Genealogy, historical records, crowd sourcing, family history



Our genealogical search engine, whose resources can be used at no cost, is available at FamilySearch.org. FamilySearch.org was expressly designed to account for significant sources of data variability and absence. The system processes over 23 search page hits per second (2M/day) and currently hosts 2.2 billion historical records from 60 different countries and 485 different record collections. We wanted to create a large truth-marked corpus to identify and compensate for key system deficiencies, to understand user intentions when using the system, to give rise to novel methods of search (such as querying by example), to provide training resources for optimizing parameters, and so forth.



1. INTRODUCTION In recent years, there has been tremendous growth in genealogical resources due to an increase in digitization and extraction of content from historical documents. Hundreds of millions of documents consisting of census, vital, church, military and other records are released on an annual basis in order to provide genealogy enthusiasts the opportunity to discover their ancestors. Such an explosion of records necessitates the creation of sophisticated search engines which can mine these massive genealogical resources to help individuals find specific relatives.



In order to establish a truth “historical records search” corpus and to provide a better understanding of users, we created a crowdsourced evaluation process. Through this process, we were able to obtain annotations for 143,397 search responses representing results for 3781 queries and featuring inputs from 2277 separate annotators throughout the United States and Canada over a period of about two months. Using these results, we have been able to discover key system concerns. We have likewise gained insights into user search behavior and have identified needs for future
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system functionality. Additionally, we have been able to observe the degree of success of such a crowd-sourcing paradigm. We here describe this successful annotation effort, evaluation findings, and interesting behavioral phenomena discovered through the crowd-sourcing mechanism used for this experiment.



naming conventions. For the purposes of search in general, completeness of results – at least to the level suggested above – is crucial. A variety of opinions of annotators would be valuable in the tagging process, though this would not necessarily be required. Yet, as a non-profit organization, we definitely need to keep the crowd-sourcing costs low.



2. PLAN FOR CROWD-SOURCING



One method for crowd sourcing would have been to have searchers tag their own results. A value of this is that searchers know what they are looking for, so they can best indicate if the search engine has been responsive. Yet human behavior suggests that users are loathe to tag all the results presented to them, so this methodology was likely to yield far from complete results.



To establish a tagging paradigm for evaluating and improving historical record search, we would need to determine the answers to a number of issues. These would include (a) the quantity and selection of results for presentation to the annotator; (b) the crowd-sourcing mechanism through which we could get annotations performed; (c) the constraints for using the selected mechanism; (d) the format for presenting the data to users; (e) the types of requested content from users; and (f) any means for enhancing results during or after collection process.



As an alternative, we considered Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [3] as a potential platform. Mechanical Turk has the advantages that the tagger is in complete control of the annotation process and the presentation to taggers, as well as that there are individuals that are willing to do the turking tasks at generally low cost. On the flip side, Mechanical Turk has documented issues [4] with potential cheaters, the need for vigilant oversight, and apparent tax implications, and it is unclear that turking could provide genealogically-savvy annotators.



2.1 Quantity and Selection It was mentioned previously that recall and precision are both requirements of a genealogical search engine. The classic NIST methodology [1] to account for recall while paying attention to precision has been to have multiple systems report their results, pool the top K results from all systems (where K might be set at 100), annotate all documents from the pool, and treat anything outside of the pool as non-relevant. The queries that NIST selects are usually pre-determined to have between approximately 5 and 100 legitimate results to ensure that queries have neither too few nor too many results.



Given these concerns, we chose yet another platform for performing our annotations – FamilySearchIndexing (FSI). FSI was designed as a crowd-sourcing platform for transcribing historical digitized records. Through FSI, willing annotators are presented an image of a historical document and are asked to transcribe selected fields thereof. FSI has over 100,000 volunteer annotators and a large associated infrastructure of personnel and hardware for managing the crowd sourcing. FSI annotators work for free, are often somewhat versed in genealogical resources (though many are novices), and are seldom of the kind that would cheat or introduce graffiti into the records. Annotators are given instructions for tagging a particular FSI corpus through the FSI interactive user interface. Although our evaluation effort did not resemble the tasks that FSI patrons typically perform, the goals between our effort and FSI had enough commonality that we were given authorization to use FSI for doing our annotation.



We thought that it would be desirable to emulate this paradigm. However, there were several differences we needed to account for. First, since we do not have access to multiple different systems whose results could be pooled we had to use our one system as best as possible. Second, genealogical queries tend to satisfy two different information needs. One query type occurs when a user is seeking data about a specific person (such as asking for a person with dates, places, and associated relationships). The number of expected results for this query type is usually in the range of 0 to 10. The second query type is more exploratory (such as asking for just a given name and/or surname) and the number of expected results can range from few to tens of thousands. Since we had interest in understanding the various parameter settings of our search engine, we constrained our test so that the majority would be of the “specific” type. (In particular, of those that were annotated, 465 were general and 3316 were specific.)



2.3 Constraints for using FSI FSI has a number of attractive properties (infrastructure, low cost, motivated annotators, annotation recruiters, etc.). Even so, there are constraints. For one, the FSI system ingests grayscale TIFF images for display to its patrons. Thus, for us to get results to patrons for tagging, the results had to be presented in image form. This means that all of the content from a historical record had to be rendered since the image is the only content an annotator gets for making decisions; and the data had to be as concisely presented as possible so as to allow multiple judgments per image.



Although we want to be able to have a clear idea of the precision and recall for each individual query, it is also important to have an understanding of the whole range of query types. Our bias in evaluation, therefore, was towards annotating more queries at a minimum depth versus having more tagged results per query. This policy also aligns with findings in the literature [2]. Since specific-type queries yield about 1/10 the number of results of NIST-like processes, we thought that to emulate NIST would require us to tag at least the best (1/10)N of our responses (so, the best 10) and then we might account for other pooling results by bringing in 30-50 other random results from the top 100. We also used this policy for exploratory queries but we then used a projection strategy (described later) to try to identify relevant documents that were missed due to the shallow tagging.



Another FSI constraint is that it has a multi-stage creation-toannotation-to-storage pipeline which requires sign-offs at various stages. This means that image collections must be created in large, unalterable batches. Since we would not know whether our major batch of images would adequately represent all pieces of information for evaluation, we reasoned that we might be able to compensate for this challenge by having a pilot annotation stage first followed by a larger, final stage. Lastly, the FSI system was designed to take an image and provide annotations thereon. As long as there is a final-image-toannotation link, the results will be usable. Any processing information prior to the final stage of image handling (which



2.2 Crowd-Sourcing Mechanisms The process of vetting genealogical search results requires a certain degree of understanding of genealogical processes and
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gives each image a unique name) is not preserved. In our case, the pre-imaging steps are critical since they illustrate the query information and record contents and the FSI process only serves to add additional metadata. To handle this issue, we had to preserve all pre-image collections and work with the imaging pipeline personnel to ensure that the metadata coming out of final annotation could be associated properly with the initial collection.



2.5 Types of Requested Content The key piece of information we desired to obtain from the annotation process was an overall relevance judgment for each query result suggesting how satisfied the annotator thought the original querying person would be with each result document. We also thought that it would be valuable to obtain an additional tag per result which would provide training and testing material for novel future processes such as query by example. For this piece, our hope that if the annotator were processing line i of the image, and if the content of line i looked to reference the exact same person as one of the lines less than i – call it j – that the annotator would mark line i as a match for line j. We will refer to this information as “record match” data.



2.4 Format for Data Presentation As mentioned, the images needed to be concise, consistent, and contain all representable information in order for the annotator to make the best decision. In order to do this, for each historical record, we would need to render all of its content around the individual of interest in the search query.



In addition to these two key fields, we opted to ask annotators for four other pieces of information which would help us later debug our search engine. Namely, we asked the taggers to indicate their satisfaction with how well the response matched the query with regard to name, place, date, and relationship information.



As an example of this, suppose a search were concocted for “Mary Smith” and a marriage document exists where “Mary Smith” is the mother of a principal male person “Fred Smith” who is getting married to “Jane Brown” on 29 Feb 1896. We would focus the content instead on “Mary Smith” and would indicate that she had a child “Fred Smith” and a child-in-law “Jane Brown” and that there was child marriage event on 29 Feb 1896.



2.6 Methods for Enhancing Results The last issues to plan for in this study were those regarding how to deal with expected faulty tagging (such as from taggers who annotate images without fully understanding the task), and how to identify untagged-but-relevant historical records after completion of the crowd sourcing process. The only way we have determined to compensate for faulty tagging is to allow for post processing and a system that will substitute old results for the most recent.



In order to improve tagging, the documents would also have to be consistent. This means that if we wanted to provide, say, a table to the annotators, we would want to place the same kinds of information into the same columns. Likewise, for the sake of conciseness, it would be optimal for the annotators to have images which are “bite-sized chunks” where the images contained only enough rows to fit in an image without need for scrolling.



However, as was referred to earlier and called “projection,” there is something that can be done automatically to compensate for some of the untagged results. Suppose that a query requests a person with given name “Fred,” a surname “Flintstone,” and a place name “Bedrock.” Suppose, too, that a user favorably annotates a response which mentions an individual with given name, surname, and place identified respectively as “Fred W”, “Flintstone”, “Bedrock,” and which also includes a child named “Pebbles.” If there is another, unmarked document which includes “Fred W”, “Flintstone”, “Bedrock,” as well as a spouse “Wilma,” then since the child and spouse names are not relevant to the query, the two records would match as far as the query is concerned. Therefore, we assign the same score to this document as the annotator had given to the original document.



Given these two constraints, we created an image with typically eight rows where the query of interest would consistently be presented on the left of the image. The columns for results indicate an image line number, information about the person, about the event, about the person’s parentage, information about the person’s spouse(s), and lastly, the person’s children. Figure 1 is a reduced image of what would be presented to the annotator.



3. FINDINGS DURING COLLECTION The annotation process led to several intriguing findings. These included not only modifications that could improve the tagging process, but also, information about annotator behavior.



3.1 Desirable Image Changes As patrons began to annotate documents, we discovered several image issues that needed to be resolved. First, it became clear that the record match request was the most expensive component of annotation and yet it was extremely sparse. By randomizing the presentation of results in the image in order to eliminate search evaluation bias, we had drastically reduced the co-occurrence of records referring to the same person. Given that we had planned for a pilot phase of tagging that would precede the larger phase of tagging, we added the first-best result into all of the images in hope that it could be a catalyst for more matches.



Figure 1. Example Query Results Image Since only eight responses could be presented to the user at once, this would suggest that multiple images would be required to cover the 40 or more annotations per query. We believed that presenting a few high-ranking results and a few lower-ranking results in each image, in scrambled order, would help reduce bias.



Furthermore, after some initial metrics, it seemed that ensuring only the top 10 results and 30 additional (5 images per query) was
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too few documents and would likely lead to a need for more postprocess data clean up. Therefore, we increased the number for the second phase to typically 8 images.



Despite the challenges for taggers, we were pleased to have almost 2300 participants in this study who annotated 19556 images which images, as mentioned, usually contained eight search results each. Figure 3 is a scatterplot on a US [5] map depicting the density of participating taggers from 600 different places across the US and Canada. Table 1 illustrates the number of records (computed as eight per image) that were annotated by high-frequency taggers. Interestingly, the top 30 annotators provided tags for at least 800 records (100 images).



3.2 Annotator Behavior As mentioned before, our crowd sourcing process involves people who are often genealogically savvy. Many who participate are also driven by a desire to bring people who were someone else’s ancestors from the pages of lost history into modern digitized collections where they can now be discovered. Annotators were willing to tag our collection in the hopes that it would lead to better ancestor search in the future. On the other hand, we found from interviews with a number of high-volume annotators that enthusiasm quickly waned for this task because it was not helping to find lost ancestors quite as directly as typical extraction tasks they were most familiar with. Correspondingly, this meant that annotation recruiters working on behalf of FSI needed to extend the project to ever-increasing numbers of potential annotators.



Table 1: Number of records tagged by top 30 annotators 8000 6000 4000 2000
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This collection provides a wealth of information. Not only does it provide evaluation insights into system response relevance, but it also provides value for query-by-example analysis, as well as providing understanding about problems related to name, place, date, and relationship searching. We anticipate that our efforts in query-by-example and parameter-learning based on this data will be the subsequent discussion of a future paper, so we focus here on the issues of search that this evaluation helps to uncover.
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4. ANALYSIS OF ANNOTATIONS
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Initially, the annotation task was opened up to only specific annotators. Then it was extended to people from the US state of Utah. Next, requests to annotate were issued to people in the southern US, and subsequently to ever-broader audiences. Figure 2 illustrates the day-by-day annotation efforts of the crowd and



Images Annotated Per Day



4.1 Evaluating Overall System Performance With these results we can get an overall numeric assessment of our historical record search system. To be able to assess the system, we needed to determine an optimal metric for our situation and to decide how to score queries with no relevant documents.



Figure 2: Daily Tagging Rates of Annotators depicts a sequence of peaks followed by rapid declines. Each peak indicates the opening of annotation to a new pool of annotators who steadily tagged for several days and then appeared to have had declining interest.



4.1.1 Novel Scoring Metric Handling Cut-off Precision and ordering is important for our system, and as we indicated before, since genealogists are interested in discovering all relevant documents, we believe that recall is therefore another critical component of the evaluation. Mean average precision (MAP) is a long-standing metric which allows one to measure precision, recall, and ordering of results, so it has most of the properties of interest. However, one thing that MAP does not account for is the total number of results that are presented to a user. Our users are willing to look through long query result lists with the expectation that they will find one or more relevant documents deep within the list. As expected, they become frustrated when this effort is not rewarded so we would like our scoring metric to penalize long lists without any relevant documents. With MAP, two systems that have identically-ordered relevant documents will get the same score even if the first system returns, say, 100 results, and the second returns 1000. Given our interest in recall, we have



Figure 3: Density of annotator participation
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If N≥M, the Penalty essentially subtracts out a trapezoidal region of the last weighted rectangle whose bases are N-£ and M-£ (see Figure 6). If M>N, the Penalty subtracts a triangular portion of the last weighted rectangle. When £=N, AAP=AP; but as N goes to ∞, the AAP can lose up to 1/R for a 100%-precision query.



To describe AMAP, we first discuss average precision (AP), and note the MAP is merely the mean of AP values across all queries. For this discussion, suppose that we are working with a query which should have a recall of 5. AP computes the average of precision at each point of recall. If a system returns the 5 relevant documents at, say, positions 1,3,6,8, and 16, respectively, then we would compute its AP as (1/5)*(1/1+2/3+3/6+4/8+5/16). Because of the distributive property, we could also treat this as summing the areas of five rectangles (as in Figure 4) whose base lengths are 1/5 and whose heights are the precisions at each point of recall.



Rank Figure 6: Pictorial view of “adjusted” average precision



Precision



typically allowed our system to generate very long reporting tails which we present to users as requested at the rate of 20 results per response page. We thought that if we could produce a metric that matches MAP but that also pays attention to the number of results, it might help us increase our focus on eliminating lengthy, purely-spurious response tails. We created a metric which we call Adjusted Mean Average Precision (AMAP) that addresses this tail. Such a metric may exist in the literature elsewhere, but since we have never seen such a metric reported, we describe it here.



4.1.2 Zero-Relevant Documents



Precision



In most information retrieval evaluations, queries are specifically selected to avoid those for which there are no relevant answers (R=0) since AP would be undefined. In those few evaluations which do deal with zero relevant answers (such as the TREC QA evaluation [6]), participants are only given credit for null answers if they report that no relevant answers were discovered. For genealogical purposes, it is often the case that there are no relevant answers. It seems prudent to give greater weight to a system that can predict this situation than to one that cannot. Likewise, when R=0, systems that report one false alarm are better than those that report many false alarms. We therefore want to define an AP when R=0. We will consider the effect on MAP and AMAP when we define AP to be either 0 or 1 when R=0.



Figure 4: Usual graphical representation of average precision An alternate, less-intuitive way to view AP could be based on rank (number of results presented to the user). This is depicted in Figure 5 as the average of the sum of the weighted areas of rectangles. The height of each rectangle is again the average precision at the last point of recall. The weights, as depicted in the figure, are the reciprocals of the rectangles’ base lengths and are equal to the number of hypotheses presented to the user between each new point of recall. For example, between the first and second points of recall, there were 2 responses, so the base of the rectangle between those recall points would have length 2 and the weight for the rectangle would be ½. We do not know how many predictions are made altogether, so we will call the total number N. Since the last point of recall (call in £) is at rank of 16, the AP with 16 hypotheses is the same as one that has N>16.



4.1.3 Overall Performance



Precision



Our initial results based on this crowd-sourcing evaluation are indicated in Table 2. It is interesting to note that AMAP results in about a 6% relative penalty over MAP for cases where AP is set to zero when R=0, but the penalty is 12% relative when AP is set to one for such queries. As an alternative condition, we also provide the result for MAP and AMAP when all zero-relevant queries are removed (see R≠0). It is unclear what MAP/AMAP values we should aspire to given the environment we are working in, but we expect that this evaluation will lead to some insights about where we can derive performance improvements and will allow us to score iterations of systems against each other.
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Yet it is important to recognize that the methods, data sizes, and findings of this evaluation are also areas of interest that we want to identify in this paper -- perhaps even more than establishing numerical baselines. With that being said, it is useful to drill down further using these crowd-sourced annotations and discover indications of issues that affect the relevance judgments.
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Rank Figure 5: Alternate view of average precision using ranks We can exploit this alternative view of AP to give an adjusted average precision (AAP) which rewards systems more favorably for presenting fewer results after £. Since AAP should equal AP when N equals £, we can compute AAP=AP-Penalty, where Penalty=
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We define the adjusted mean average precision (AMAP), to be the mean of the AAP values.
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Table 2: Overall performance using crowd-sourced evaluation



if M≤N



[N-£]2/[M- £] if M>N



Penalty is based on N; £; the precision at £ (call it PL); the number of relevant documents for the query (R); and a user-controlled cutoff rank, M, where M≥£ and which indicates a rank after which a user would probably start to get tired of spurious results. For reasons indicated in Section 4.2, we also defined a characteristic function χ(R) which equals 0 for R=0, and 1 otherwise.



Scoring Using Zero-Relevant Queries



MAP



AMAP



When query is zero-relevant, set (P0/R)=0



0.374



0.353



When query is zero-relevant, set (P0/R)=1



0.451



0.397



Throw out zero-relevant queries (R≠0)



0.406



0.383



4.2 Parts and whole considerations As we analyzed results, we discovered some interesting behaviors of annotators. As mentioned previously, we asked taggers not
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only to indicate overall relevance but also how well the results satisfied various pieces of the query. Specifically, we asked them to indicate on a 1-to-5 scale whether the response name, place, date, and relationships each satisfied the query parameters. If the query did not request one of these particular components, the taggers were told to mark a “5” when responding to those pieces.



Table 4: Satisfaction level for gender match and mismatch Male



We found that although most of the time annotators followed these instructions, there were still a significant percentage of fields marked with a one-to-four value even though the query did not ask for the information. For example, in over 19% of the results from queries without any requested relationship (spouse, father, or mother), the annotator still felt compelled to provide a quality judgment on the relationships as seen in Table 3. Marked „5‟



Labeled 1-4



Place



32.93%



53.34%



13.73%



Date



26.80%



58.50%



14.70%



Relationship



17.93%



62.79%



19.28%



Good



Bad



Unknown



Good



Bad



Good



Bad



Male



39413



7886



2740



3558



3042



919



Female



987



3031



20838



5227



1542



723



Unknown



6034



1745



4881



1467



578



165



4.3.2 Name Substitution As a means of simplifying search for the user, we have created substantial knowledge bases and algorithms over the years whose goals include helping align queried names with names in historical records. These resources can help to discover that “Jno Smith” is a reasonable historical abbreviation for “John Smith.”



Table 3: Tagger behavior handling unrequested fields Left Blank



Female



Additionally, in many Western cultures, it is common to use initials to represent some of the names of an individual. Thus, it is possible for “John Smith” to equate to “J. Smith.” Yet it is more likely “Fredrick John Smith” equals “Frederick J Smith.” Our crowd-sourced evaluation corpus allows us to observe patron satisfaction of the name matches between query and historical documents. We invited taggers to provide a numeric score from 1 to 5 (where 5 is the best) about how responsive the name from the historical document is to the original query. Tables 5 and 6 illustrate a small subset of these results. Table 5 shows examples of the five name patterns that yield the highest acceptance rates.



Another curious discrepancy in their behavior was seen in the inconsistency between the global relevance judgment and the evaluation of the individual query components. For example, some annotators labeled the overall query relevance with a two or three but then marked their satisfaction with each individual component as either a four or five. In fact, we found that 4.1% of the results had individual judgments that were all less than the global relevance. This result might make sense as the individual pieces may not be completely satisfying but the joint occurrence of them may increase the likelihood that the composite result is relevant. Yet, we found 17.7% of the results had all individual components rated more highly than the global relevance. We have yet to concoct a plausible explanation for this behavior.



Table 5: Example of 5 name patterns with highest acceptance Examples G:Esther=Esther G:Esther=Esther Ann G:Esther Olive= Esther G: G:Esther Olive= Esther Olive



4.3 Analyzing Concerns with Personal Names One issue for the system deals with queries for personal names. The system allows users to seek ancestors by given and/or surnames. It was designed to make querying as simple as possible, so it tries automatically to handle issues with missing, variable, or partial information. Through this crowd sourcing process, we have identified some places where this simplification process was beneficial, and others which may need modification.



S:Morris = Morris   22973 108



S:Morris = Morrison   1626 349



S:Morris = Moorse   2684 1773
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2865
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210



1965



45
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36



153



147



1649



8



217



28



109



64



Table 6 shows examples of the five patterns with the largest rejection rates. The tags “S:” and “G:” indicate surnames and given names, respectively. The happy face () indicates patron acceptance and the frowny face () is rejection. Shading in the tables identifies counts with more than 50% dissatisfaction. Darker shading in a cell indicates a greater percentage of dissatisfaction with the particular name condition.



4.3.1 Need for Gender Inference For simplicity, the system at the time of this evaluation did not ask users to report gender information. Typically, if a patron asks for “Charles Somebody” and “Charles Somebody” is returned, the query or document gender is of less concern. However, the patron may become alarmed if a query for “Charles Somebody” returns a document where the names partially match but the inferred gender of the query is the opposite of that in the returned document. Table 4 illustrates this observation. The row labels for Table 4 indicate an inferred gender based on the query, and the column headings are the document-specified genders. Note that when the query’s inferred gender matches that of a historical document or is unknown, there is a 4-to-1 or better acceptance of that query name. On the other hand, when genders mismatched, the chances of acceptance were as low as 1-to-3.



In the tables, we only show single-name surnames since they are the predominant type although both searches and documents may contain zero or multiple surnames. The query-response patterns for single-name surnames fall into three main types (as represented by the columns of the tables). The first type is a query for a given name where the name in the document matches. With the second type, the surname does not match but it is a recognized variant in our knowledge bases. The third type indicates any other pattern (which can include algorithmic alignments, information from other knowledge sources, etc.) We will call the first kind of result a “match,” the second kind a
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The crowd-sourced evaluation corpus also sheds light on this subject. Just over 3/4 of all queries (2881 in all) involve a request for place information. Of these, 1802 are non-event-specific place requests (e.g., “Event Location”), 572 request births, 212 request deaths, 296 are for marriages, 63 are for residences. The majority of place requests are underspecified and ask for only one or two levels of locality (such as “Boston” or “Boston, MA”) but are actually shortcuts for more levels of locality (where “Boston” equates to “Boston, Suffolk, Massachusetts, United States”). So we need to normalize place names before we can actually align place queries to places in returned documents.



Table 6: Example of 5 name patterns with highest rejection Examples G:Esther = Ann E G:Esther Marie = Olive Marie G:Esther Marie=Olive E G:Esther Marie = Olive M G:Olive = Esther Ollie



S:Morris = Morris   1463 887



S:Morris = Morrison   175 225



S:Morris = Moorse   224 723
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We have done this and Table 7 shows a coded depiction of the final alignments. To understand the codes, suppose a query was for a birth in location “Y,Z.” Suppose also that we had three responses to the query, where the first only had a residence at location W,Z, the second had a child’s birth at location V,Y,Z, and the third had a birth in location Z. In the first situation, the event was different from what was request, so we mark it with “R:” to indicate Residence, we mark the Z with an “H” to indicate a Hit, and we mark the “W” with “M” for a Miss. In the second case, we mark “ChB:” for Child’s Birth, a “u” for the unrequested V, and H’s for both Y and Z. In the last case, we do not specially code the event since the response matched the query, but since the document did not return a Y, we use “E” for Empty.



“variant,” and the third kind “other.” As indicated from the table, an example query could have used the surname “Morris.” A response with a name “Morris” would then be a match. “Morrison” is a name in the knowledge base as being related to “Morris,” so its return would constitute a variant. “Moorse” may be returned algorithmically or via some other process, so it would constitute a response of type other. These same attributes apply to given names (which are provided in the columns), but there is an additional special variant kind, which we will call initial when the first character of a name is potentially used as an abbreviation. Using this, we can articulate the designations about the tables. We select the first content row of Table 5 for example. When the query had a single given name (like “Esther”) and a single surname (like “Morris”), and if the response document had a name that was a perfect match for both the given and surname, then 22973 of 23081 annotations regarding name were marked as satisfactory. If the given name is a perfect match, but the surname is only a known variant of the query, then only 1626 of 1975 annotations were satisfactory. If the surname was something else, such as an algorithmically discovered variant, patrons were less satisfied.



Table 7: Best and Worst Place Match Conditions Best Place Patterns



Counts 



B:HH,R:uuHH 3157



As can be seen from the tables, when given names and surnames of the query match the response, the annotators are typically happy. This is not surprising (although it is surprising that under such conditions, some patrons were still dissatisfied). The key areas of concern occurred when name orders were swapped, particularly when initials are treated as potential surrogates for given names; and when the response given names or surnames are neither matches nor variants from the knowledge base. We expect these results to provide direction for future system improvements.







Worst Place Patterns



Counts 







353



1315



113



uMH



H



2213



94



E or EE



uHH



1809



89



B:MH, R:uuMH



121



694



uuH



1519



50



MH



133



634



B:HH



1417



60



B:EH, R: uuMH



148



541



uuHH



1368



49



uuMH



48



336



1301 1911



As we see from Table 7, annotators seemed forgiving when the event type of a requested place did not match the response. The largest dissatisfaction in place name response occurred when at least the normalized second locality level of the response did not match that of the query. These facts provide clear direction for future improvements regarding places.



4.5 Concerns Regarding Dates Date-handling has many of the same issues as place-handling. A query may ask for an individual born in 1805. A marriage record may identify someone with the right name who was married in 1869. A census record from 1850 may identify an individual of the right name who is 45 years old. Should either of these results be returned? A 64-year-old person could be getting married – particularly to a second or third spouse after the death or divorce from a former spouse. On the other hand, censuses only recorded the age of a person at the time the census-taker got to their house, so a person who is 45 in 1850 could have been born any time between about April 1804 and April of 1805. In addition to these kinds of records which provide snapshots of an individual’s life, there are also records where an individual is only mentioned collaterally … such as being a parent (even if now deceased) on the marriage license or death record of a child.



4.4 Place Name Disagreements As with personal names, we also have knowledge bases and algorithms for dealing with current and historical place names from around the world. Place names can be mismatched in three major ways. In particular, the user may query for a particular place (e.g., San Juan) with potentially a particular event (e.g., births). A historical record may indicate a marriage in Puerto Rico. The issues here are: (1) did the system select the right representation for “San Juan” – namely, “San Juan, Puerto Rico;” (2) If so, is it sufficient for the record to only contain “Puerto Rico” when a more specific place was requested; and (3) will a “marriage place” satisfy the user’s “birth place” request?
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are only 33% more “spouse” queries than father queries, mismatches in spouse represent the nine patterns of greatest dissatisfaction. Also, when the primary query person’s name does not match the response, there is strong chance that the document will be rejected altogether. Yet if the relation is incorrect, annotators were significantly more forgiving for the response at large – probably due to an understanding of the sparse existence of relationship in the historical records.



There were 2246 queries for date information. Since historical documents often have imprecise dates, our search engine accepts a date year and a tolerance around that and it accepts a range of years. As with people and place names, we have aligned the dates requested to those that are returned to identify areas of key concern and these are shown in Table 8. Event codes are the same as in Table 7, but we use different codes to handle the dates. We treat the query dates and the response dates as date ranges. If the start or end of the response date range is before, within, or after the range of the query, we indicate each of these situations with “”, respectively. Thus, a “B:


5. CONCLUSIONS AND POST-MORTEM In this research, we have illustrated a crowd-sourcing process for annotation and evaluation of historical records search for genealogical purposes. Our process involved presentation of images of a subset of search results to annotators from which they could mark their acceptance levels of the query response and could identify potential record matches. Furthermore, using this process, taggers could identify concerns regarding the responsiveness of the results in finding personal names, places, dates, and relationships between people. Using this process, we were able to get 143.4K annotations from 3781 queries using the efforts of almost 2300 volunteer genealogical-oriented annotators. As mentioned, we believe this corpus is the largest of its kind for genealogical search. We also indicated various interesting findings that this evaluation enabled – not only in terms of overall performance but also in terms of issues with specific query fields. To measure performance of the system, we described what could be a new metric, adjusted mean average precision, for handling long tail concerns while still accounting for precision, recall, and response ordering in a way comparable to mean average precision. The results of this evaluation will provide both training material for parameter setting and key directions for genealogical studies for years to come. As alluded to as well, but reserved for a future discussion, these data will also support historical record matching and linking since this collection at least rivals in size the number of other, very large genealogical data linking collections.



Table 8: Best and Worst Date Match Conditions Best Date Patterns



Counts 
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Christen: = =
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B:== R:>>



2602



Worst Date Patterns



Counts 
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2491



89



>>
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M: ==
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R: >>
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522



B: ==



1263



99



M:



46



354



As before, taggers seem lenient about event mismatch, especially when a birth-like event is included. The key concerns, as expected, happen when returned dates are significantly outside of the range of the query.



4.6 Relationship-Handing Issues The last issue we discuss deals with relational searches and how this evaluation corpus can help to understand those in greater detail. As records get older, date and place information becomes less exact and information about other family members becomes a critical component in search. For example, for a patron searching for John Smith, if records are not exact, it might be a much stronger search to include the name of his spouse or his father/mother. A major issue for searching historical records is that only a subset of records includes relational information. For example, a birth record will likely identify parents but not spouses. A death record may only refer to a spouse – and it could just as easily mention neither the spouse nor the parents.
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When our system returns responses, it will try to optimize for the pieces of information that it is aware of. This means that a patron may ask for the existence of a particular relationship and the returned document may contain no such information; yet it was still returned because the rest of the document information was of sufficient agreement with the query.
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The evaluation corpus helps to see some of the effects of this decision. Though there was an attempt to select a reasonable balance in query types, only 691 involved relationships. Of those, 296 searched father names, 215 searched mothers, and 395 searched spouses. Only 26 requests where mother names were provided did not also search for fathers. An analysis of patron satisfaction with those responses follows the same pattern trends indicated previously in Tables 5 and 6: order changes with initials and use of “other” terms as substitutes tended to be received unfavorably. One noteworthy difference is that even though there



[4] Callison-Burch , C., Dredze , M. 2010. Creating Speech and Language Data With Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Summary of NAACL-2010 Workshop on Creating Speech and Language Data With Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [5] http://www.freeusandworldmaps.com/html/USAandCanada/ USPrintable.html [6] Voorhees, E., Tice D. 2000. Building a Question Answering Test Collection. Proc. Of SIGIR-2000, pp. 200-207.
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presented an image of a historical document and are asked to transcribe selected fields thereof. FSI has over 100,000 volunteer annotators and a large associated infrastructure of personnel and hardware for managing the crowd sourcing. FSI annotators work for free, are often somewhat versed in genealogical resources. 
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